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<<FITNESS THREAD>> Trump's distraction worked
briefly but as @TomJChicago argues, we need to get back
to Pelosi's startling allegations. @NarativLive
@traciemac_Bmore

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

Replying to @TomJChicago

9 Pelosi’s call was perfectly timed. She has raised everyone’s 
awareness. She even gave Trump an out. All eyes are on his 
unraveling. As he's taken apart by courts ordering release of his 
financial info his mental collapse will worsen. It will dominate him 
& force his removal
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2. Nancy Pelosi is not Donald Trump and while the President's insults, fake news

claims and innuendos are now expected, Pelosi is meticulous and factual. Her

comments on Thursday cannot be viewed as part of some juvenile spat. @narativlive

Zev Shalev: "Live! Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi briefs the press …
Zev Shalev (@ZevShalev). Former CBS News exec producer and journalist
provides real-time news analysis and investigations. Support my work at
patreon.com/Narativ

https://www.pscp.tv/ZevShalev/1OdJrvwykLVJX?t=4m39s

3. The Speaker of the House is the third in the line of succession and that brings

enormous historical gravity to her comments. While she avoided spelling out what

ails Trump, she left no doubt she is questioning his fitness for office. @narativlive

4. Trump's behaviour this week - notable by his refusal to do his job on Wednesday

and the declassification of documents to investigate an imagined treasonous plot

against him on Friday - does raise questions, as do these notes. @narativlive
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Dan Eggen
@DanEggenWPost

Trump notes captured by @jabinbotsford:  
“They want to impeach me over acts that they did” 
“Dems have no achomlishments 
[sic]”washingtonpost.com/politics/a-tru…
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5. As he did earlier this week, when he inadvertently admitted Don Jr did tell him

about the adoptions meeting, Trump may have revealed more than he intended when

he departed the White House yesterday. @narativlive

0:00

6. What did Trump mean by "You think Nancy is the same as she was, maybe we can

all say that?" Trump's policies are such a drastic departure from the past, if there is

any question about his acumen, we need to know.

Greg Olear
@gregolear

Replying to @gregolear

6/ Too, Trump’s dementia-addled brain continues to deteriorate. 
Maybe Peak Trump could have lasted longer. But he’s already 
badly slipping. This week, he accidentally admitted Junior called 
him about the Trump Tower meeting. These lapses will continue 
and worsen as he flails.
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